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Abstract

In ATC systems, the mode S data communication
capabili ty lacks sufficient capacity and suffers from
long access delay times. An alternative system is
proposed based on separate multistatic wide beam
interrogate and receive stations. This system localizes
aircraft by multilateration and offers abundant
communication capabili ty. However it also requires
multi-dimensional space time signal processing to
recover overlapping signals from various transponders.
The paper describes this signal processing in its present
status. The architecture of the processing relies on
Direction of Arrival estimation based on an array
antenna. Next to this DOA process, a space filter
maximizes sequentially individual replies. Also
residual signal carrier frequencies are exploited to
degarble overlapping replies. The complexity of the
algorithm is assessed. Simulated scenarios illustrate the
results.

1. Introduction

The increase of air traffic requires that Air Traff ic
Control (ATC) uses more efficient air control systems.
One of them, the Secondary Surveill ance Radar (SSR)
will be improved from mode A/C to mode S. Next to
an aircraft positioning system, SSR is a cooperative
two-ways communication system between the ground
and the plane. An onboard transponder answers a
down-link message to an emitted up-link request.

But this system will quickly face shortcomings. With a
rotating antenna, the dwell t ime during which the
aircraft is il luminated is quite limited. So for mode S,
this time is insufficient to have several exchanges
within the same rotation. Thus only one or two
extended format communications will be possible. The
time between two rotations may be long (several
seconds) resulting in a long access time. Moreover it is
totally inadequate for long messages consisting of
several Extended Long Message (ELM) frames. Thus
problems of lack of data communication capacity or
high access delays will arise.

2. A possible solution

One proposed solution is to use a distributed
groundsystem with antennas using digital Direction of
Arrival (DOA) estimation.

The ground system is a concept where, for the same
coverage as before, we now use a network of many
groundstations on different geographical positions.
Theses groundstations are separated into two classes,
one transmit-only, that addresses the request, and a
number of receive-only, that receive the responses
from the airborne transponders. Each received signal is
decoded by the receiving groundstation, and the
relevant information is sent to a central management
system. With the different detections, and the
knowledge of the positions of the groundstation, the
central management system recovers geometrically the
position of the planes, and confirms the down-link
messages.

The receiving antennas must be able to receive signals
from directions that are different (thus a requirement
for a wide beam antenna), and be able to separate and
estimate the different incoming replies. This degree of
flexibili ty leads us to select a “digital antenna”.

We will describe the various parts in detail in the
following chapters.

3. A distributed groundsystem architecture

Figure 1 recaps the physical part of the proposed
scheme:

Figure 1: Scheme of the distributed groundsystem: the double
arrow is a request, the normal arrows represent the replies and
the dashed arrows are the flow of information
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Because the groundstations and the central
management don't have the same role, the concept of a
distributed groundsystem naturally leads to the idea of
separating the information into two levels: at the basic
groundstation and at the central management. Then
between the raw signal and the confirmed information
provided to the ATC, an intermediate level is needed.

From the signal, the groundstation has to give a
sufficient estimate of the Times Of Arrival (TOA), the
Directions of Arrival (DOA), the remaining
frequencies (rf; here the residual frequency of the
transponder reply after down-mixing to base band is
meant), and the messages encoded. So this is a
multidimensional signal processing problem.

The central management has to fuse these data sets, in
order to get confident information: the messages
contained in the replies and the true positions.

The following table gives the classification of the
information:

raw signal
level

Groundstation
level

Central
management level

x(t) θθi,ti,rfi,Mi,Gi xi,yI,zi,
θθi,ti,rfi,Mi,Gi

Where θθi are the DOA's, ti the TOA's, rfi the remaining
frequencies after down-conversion, Mi the messages
contained by the replies, Gi the power of the replies.
The values at the groundstations are dependent on the
given groundstation, except for the messages and the
remaining frequencies. After the central management,
xi, yi, and zi are the usual Cartesian coordinates.
In order to allow the Central management to have a
good eff iciency, the estimates obtained by each
groundstation have to be as good as possible. This is

further detailed in the next subsection.

3.1 An algorithm for the antenna

This algorithm uses well -known techniques. The main
objective here is to show that a general scheme is
possible. This simple algorithm is a validation of this
scheme and has proved to obtain good estimates.

The method that underlies this algorithm is to filter the
incoming signal in space first. Then subsequently filter
in time, by using the fact that all transponders have a
random remaining frequency.

The algorithm is as follows (as may also be seen from
figure 2):

1) Get an estimate of the DOA.
2) For each detected direction:

2/a) Space-filter the incoming signals in order to
maximize one of the incoming replies and to minimize
the others and the noise.

2/b) By a convolution with a narrow band filter
around the largest frequency, determine the TOA, and
the time duration of the signal.

2/c) Perform detections to determine the message,
using Manchester coding.

2/d) Confirm or correct it with the cyclic code.
2/e) Subtract the detected signal from the input

signal.
2/f) If the power level is below a given threshold,

go back to point 2/b with a lower level of confidence.
3) Compare the resulting estimations; erase the
redundant detections as a function of the level of
confidence. Detect the ghosts and erase them.
4) Recover the DOA.

Figure 2: Scheme of the algorithm
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An ESPRIT algorithm gives the first estimate of
DOA's. The space filter is an Adapted Space Filter
(A.S.F.), which minimizes the output power of the
undesired signals and the noise, under the constraint to
keep the power of the desired signal unmodified.

The narrow filter has a Blackman tapering with a
frequency cut at 125kHz. The result gives a range for
the TOA. Its precise determination is done by a
projection on the pattern of the SSR reply preamble.

The message detection is a simple comparison between
hypothesis (bit=1) and (bit=0) over a time lag of one
symbol. This is efficient due to the encoding of the
data (Manchester code).

The redundancy cyclic code part and the possibili ty of
multipath have not (yet) been implemented. By
simulations, we have shown that in case of estimation
by the step 1 of the DOA, the accuracy is already quite
good even without relying to steps 3 and 4.

The number of floating points operations is driven by
the ESPRIT detection, and then by the three Fast
Fourier Transforms (FFT) which is done after the
filtering. In case of less sources than elements, it leads
to a complexity of N.P.P+3.M.N.log(N), where N, P
and M are respectively the number of samples, array
elements and sources. For 4 sources, with the
precedent assumption, this leads to 57 MFlops. This
can be ameliorated because the process can be
paralleled, and no computational step has been
optimized so far. Further investigations will be made
on this point.

4. Simulations

In order to demonstrate the results obtained sofar, we
have set up a chain of simulations, which will
eventually be replaced by a real li ve system. In our
simulations, the data is sampled at a rate of 20 MHz
over a time of observation (time slot) of 204.8
microseconds, using a Uniform Linear Array (ULA)
with 16 elements.

The SSR replies have a zero-centered Gaussian
remaining frequency with a standard deviation of 800
kHz. 33 % are mode A, 33 % are long mode S, and 33
% are short mode S. The amplitude is uniformly
distributed over [1,103]. In order to represent a busy
scenario with half of the replies coming from a narrow
angular sector and the other half from anywhere; half
of the DOA’s is given by a Gaussian distribution
centered at 120º, with a standard deviation of 10º, and
the other half comes from a uniform distribution.

First, an example will demonstrate how the algorithm
works, and subsequently a performance estimation of
the algorithm will be shown.

4.1 A busy example

With more than 9 signals, at step 2/f the condition is
often “Yes” , and as a consequence several steps 2 will
appear. Figures 3 and 4 describe typical examples. In
figure 3, 10 signals are presents (dotted or hidden by
the detection lines). Only 8 are detected due to the low
power of two of the received replies.
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For each detected direction, the algorithm perform the
step 2, the case of the sixth detected DOA is shown in
Figures 4. Figure 4a presents the space filter with the
detected DOA's. Figure 4b presents the spatially
filtered signal. Figure 4c presents the spectrum of the
remaining signal after subtraction. Figure 4d presents
the first remaining signal after the first subtraction.

Two missing replies are recovered within the nearest
detection, as can be seen in figure 4e for the lost mode
A reply, although it has the weakest total energy.
Figure 4e and figure 4f present the results from later
subtractions.
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Figure 3: The true and the detected DOA’s

Figure 4: Space-time processing of the detected direction n. 6
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4.2 Performance estimation

In order to estimate the performance of this algorithm,
we tested it with 100 independent random scenarios.
By comparing the detected replies and the simulated
ones, the good detections are separated from the
spurious ones. The lost signals are tracked down, and
the probabilit y statistics are derived. This approach is
consistent, since we are supposed to compare the
output of several groundstations, and only the
messages received by different stations will be kept.
Then with the set of the good detections, the standard
deviations are derived of the DOA, of the remaining
frequency, of the gain, of the TOA, but also of the
average bit error rate and the number of flops needed.

Figure 5 shows the performance of the algorithm for
different numbers of replies. From the figure it can be
noticed that some points are good and others are not.
There are too many missed replies to attain the limit
usually required by the Neyman-Pearson criterion
(Pmiss<10-6), even when considering multilateration (for
a groundstation, we would need Pmiss<4.08·10-4). The
important number of artifacts is not a problem due to
the multilateration stage at the central level. Among
the good points, the various deviations begin to grow
after 5 replies, and they are quite well contained
before. The standard deviation of the frequency is low
enough to even detect a vector instead of a point (with
a low confidence, but this may be included in a
tracking algorithm). The standard deviation of the
TOA is always below the sampling interval. Up to 5
replies the standard deviation of the DOA is below 0.1º
(which is equivalent to an antenna with 3500
elements). Thereafter the DOA deviation increases
dramatically because of the replies detected by the step
2/f. Indeed the detected DOA of those replies is
random. The number of bit-errors per message is
always below 1, so when applying the redundancy
code, it should reach 0. It may be noticed that
unexpectedly the number of floating point operations
has an almost quadratic behavior approximated by
24.2+6.1N Mflops.

In order to have an overall average value for the
various parameters, we have assumed that the number
of signals arriving within the observation time obeys a
Poisson distribution with 20.000 replies per second
average rate. Combining the value from the figure 5
and the Poisson distribution we get the following table:

average number of incoming
messages per time slot

4.0914

average number of detected
messages per time slot

4.0623 or
 Pd=0.992

average number of missed
messages per time slot

0.0291 or
Pmiss=7.1·10-3

average number of spurious
messages per time slot

0.1134 or
 Ps=0.028

average numbers of Flops 48.46Mflops

average number of wrong bits
per message

0.0146 bits

average standard deviation of
DOA's

1.31º

average standard deviation of
frequencies

44.91  Hz

average standard deviation of
TOA's

1.71·10-8 sec

average standard deviation of the
absolute signal ampli tude

12.82

Although the average standard deviations for
frequency, gain and TOA are very acceptable, the one
for DOA is quite large. The probabili ty loss, while
good for a beginning, is still t oo high. The main
drawbacks of the algorithm are the 234 Teraflops per
second computational power needed, and the replies
must be complete within a time slot.
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5. Conclusions

As an alternative to common rotating beam antenna
SSR systems we have described a multistatic
configuration. The signal processing associated with
the separation of overlapping signals was described
and examples were presented from simulations.
Although it may be improved by implementing the step
4, the results show very good resolving power at a
relatively high computational load. As a benchmark for
our algorithmic research in this problem, we now have
a reference. Further work will be done on more
complicated scenarios and on load reduction, dealing
with real time requirements.

Figure 5: Performance estimation


